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Reagan making quick recovery from gunshot wound
WASHINGTON (AP) - Despite
some pain and fatigue, a high-spirited
President Reagan got out of bed and
set to work in his hospital suite
Wednesday, signing an executive
order, conferring with staff members
and planning a major trip in just three
weeks.
White House physician Daniel Ruge
declared late in the day that "The
president continues to make excellent
progress toward full recovery" from
the bullet wound which punctured his
left lung in Monday's assassination attempt.
"He has experienced some pain,
which is normal for... an injury and
surgery of this type. He is now resting
comfortably," Ruge said.

Earlier, Vice President George
Bush said after a visit that "The president is doing so well . . . it's really
amazing."
Meanwhile, James Brady, the
presidential press secretary who was
shot in the brain during the assassination attempt, was making a "truly exceptional" recovery and may regain
more mental functions than had been
hoped, brain specialists said. He remained in critical condition, and his
doctors said they were "cautiously optimistic."
John Hinckley Jr., charged with trying to kill Reagan, underwent three
hours of psychiatric testing to determine if he is competent to stand trial.
He is being held at the Quantico, Va.,

marine base, south of Washington.
Reagan was moved into a private
room in a surgical ward and a
"full-time office" was set up nearby
for staff members, according to
presidential counselor Edwin Meese
in. Meese said the president may be
sent home from the George
Washington University Hospital early
next week.
White House Chief of Staff James
Baker III and his deputy, Michael
Deaver, who with Meese make up the
triumvirate that directs the White
House and administration operations,
spent about 10 minutes with the president shortly after 7 a.m. At that time,
the president signed an executive

order granting lower import tariffs
for products from developing nations.
At the White House, Bush filled in at
the president's only previously
scheduled appointment for the day,
presiding at a National Security Council meeting he would have attended
anyway. Reagan was originally
scheduled to speak to the Illinois
legislature in Springfield.
Deputy White House press
secretary Lary Speakes said plans
were going ahead for a Reagan
meeting scheduled for April 27 and 28
in San Diego, Calif., with Mexican
President Jose Lopez-Portillo. The
trip may include a stop across the
border in Tijuana.

A trip to Cincinnati next Wednesday
for the opening game of the Major
League Baseball season was cancelled. The White House took over
"virtually a whole corridor" at the
hospital, Speakes said. All told, 11
rooms were set aside for White House
use. There were "lots" of Jelly beans
- Reagan's favorite confection - in
the room, assistant White House press
secretary Mark Weinberg said.
The daily cost is $234, Speakes said,
adding that he assumed that the president's State of California insurance
policy, in effect since Reagan's days
as the state's governor, would pay for
it
In addition, there is the office across

the corridor for White House appointments secretary David Fisher by
Helen von Damm, the president's personal assistant and rooms for a
military assistant, for Reagan's personal physician, and for a communications center.
First Lady Nancy Reagan was also
given a sitting room nearby, and other
rooms were set aside for consultations
and for Secret Service agents.
Speakes refused to say what floor
the president was on.
Ruge, Reagan's physician, said
Wednesday the president did not go to
sleep until 11 p.m. Tuesday, staying
up to watch the first hour of the
televised Academy Awards presentation.

Academic
Brookdale Stables rebuilds following devastating fire Council
recommends
fee increase

Back in the saddle:
by Kyi. Silvers
Ntm staff reporter

The wooden skeleton of a bam
stands erect as the horses inside try
to shield themselves from the wind
whipping across the field.
The rebuilding of Brookdale
Stables, Cygnet, destroyed by fire
Feb. 6, has begun.
A $39,100 insurance policy is
enabling the owners, Jim and Julia
Gooding, to rebuild after the fire,
which killed six horses and caused
an estimated $40,000 damage.

by David Slflworth
Maws staff reporter

Academic council yesterday approved a recommendation for the
Board of Trustees to raise student fees
for the 1981-82 academic year.
The recommendation states: "In
light of its recent Statement on
Academic Priorities and Objectives
for 1981-82, the Academic Council
recommends that the Board of
Trustees raise student fees for the
next academic year in conformance
with the assumptions outlined in
Governor Rhodes' budget proposal
(H.B. 167) in order to prevent any further deterioration in the quality of
academic services at B.G.S.U."
This recommendation will be an important consideration for the board
when it makes 1961-82 budget decisions later this quarter, Dr. Michael
Ferrari, University provost and executive vice-president and chairman
of the council, said.

"WE HAD ENOUGH to replace
the old bam, the horses and the
tack," Julia Gooding said, adding
that rebuilding began a few weeks
ago.
"I'd say the bam is about five
days away from completion, he
said. "We should have around 12
horses and we're hoping to build on
that"
The Goodings have purchased
three new horses, in addition to the
three that were saved from the fire.
Most of the horses the Goodings
buy are between 8 and 13 years old,
he said, because they need gentle
horses for beginning riders.
The average life expectancy of a
horse is about 20 years, he said, but
their horses often live beyond that
because they are exercised often.
THE STABLE OFFERS classes
for University students, as well as
open riding on the weekends.
Hayrides and a party area also are
available.
Despite the rebuilding, classes
began this week and also will be offered in the summer, he said.
The new bam will contain five
box stalls and 10 standing stalls, as
well as an expanded tack room and

stall photo by Al Fuclis
Jim Gooding, owner of Brookdale Stables, knealt Intlde the
(tame of hl« new bam with some new equipment and new horsee.

office. Because it will have fewer
stalls than the original bam, the
riding arena will be larger.
The new barn will not include any
new fire-preventive measures,
Gooding said
"WE ASKED the fire marshal
what we could do, and as far as he

was concerned, we were doing
everything properly," he said
He explained that the original
bam, built three-and-a-half years
ago, contained the correct equipment. The only change will be the
use of flame-retardant walls to surround the office, he said
The restoration of the stable after

The barn under construction will replace the one daatroyad In a
February lira.

the fire included a visit by the state
fire marshal (who must investigate
every fire causing over $5,000
damage), removal of the carcasses
by a fertilizer company, burning
the wood and taking the steel to a
scrap metal firm.
"WE WERE FORTUNATE to
have a lot of volunteers who

helped," Gooding said, adding that
several University students offered
to help on the weekends.
The Goodings said that six is not
their lucky number. Six horses
were lost in the fire, and in July
1978, six of their horses were stolen
by former employees and taken to
Illinois. Five were later recovered.

Ferrari said an increase is needed
or the University will see noticeable
deterioration next year. He cited even
lower enrollment figures, longer lines
in the computer rooms, larger
classes, and fewer equipment purchases as results of unincreased fees
next year. The library would be
another area hit hard by a lack of
"We would like to see class loads reduced," Stearns said. more money, be said
"Some classes on the elementary level, especially Conneaut,
Ferrari said a fee increase would
have 30 to 31 students per class. It's very difficult for teachers to not solve the University's financial
handle young kids with so many in the room."
woes and additional cuts should be expected in the future.
HE SAID, however that with the lack of money available and
the possibility of teacher reduction it will be hard to reduce the WITH THE board going through
budget planning now, it is time for the
teacher's loads.
Harold Yoder, chief negotiator for OAPSE, said its unions pro- recommendations, he added.
In other action, council had its first
posals are the same and there is no threat of a strike.
"We're working toward a trigger clause or a percentage that discussion on a proposal to offer an
we could work out with the administration," Yoder said. "If a aaaociate degree in manufacturschool levy is not passed, we'll just have to continue to work the ing/industrial technology at the
Firelands Branch Campus, a proposal
way it is."
Yoder said the pay increases .would be used to benefit the for a jazz minor to be offered in the
"biggest majority of poeple instead of just a small part." He ex- College of Musical Arts, and a proplained that the union is in the middle of negotiations, with the posal to create a specific aaaociate of
board hoping to get at least part of the 20-percent salary boost. science degree, instead of an
"We know there is money," Yoder said "There is a certain aaaociate of arts with science emamount available in the funds; it's a lean year for everyone."
phasis for Firelands.

City teachers demand 12-percent salary hike for 1982
by Maria Clstarlno
News staff reporter

City taxpayers may be voting on a school levy on the November
ballot if a 12-percent salary increase demanded by city teachers
and public school employees cannot be economically appropriated for the next fiscal year by the Bowling Green Board of
Education.
Bowling Green Education Association which is negotiating contracts for the city teachers, is demanding a 12-percent hike in
teachers pay while the Ohio Association of Public School
Employees is asking for a 20-percent raise for the public school
employees.
But existing funds in the budget only will provide 3 percent of
the contract request Richard Cummings, superintendent of
schools said
CUMMINGS SAID BECAUSE he thinks that "essentially,
educational employees are underpaid," the increases sought by
BGEA and OAPSE are warranted.

"How to get the money is the immediate problem," Cummings
said noting that presently there is no money to support the pay
hikes until the state begins to distribute funds.
There is no anticipation of a strike among the city teachers
even if the pay increases cannot be met, and the major concern of
the union still is an economic one, Stuart Stearns, president of
BGEA said
"We have tentatively agreed on a number of non-economic
items," Stearns said "But we are not in agreement with the
board on the way the money should be spent They want to move it
around in different areas. We want them to let us have the 3 percent and determine where it will be used"
HE SAID THE MONEY would subsidize numerous fringe
benefits for the teachers, including hospitalization, dental and optical bills, and prescriptions.
"We'd rather take the 3-percent increases and use it for fringes
instead of salaries," Stearns said. "We have certain fringes and
priorities."
Some of the major changes teachers are negotiating are
smaller class loads and more school supplies.

THE INCREASE would be in instructional fees, Ferrari said. Council
did not specify the amount of the
recommended increase, which will be
decided by the board, he said.
Ferrari said that because Rhodes'
bill is just that - a bill - it would be
premature to make any monetary
statement regarding the possible increase. Until the Ohio General
Assembly approves a budget there
will be no specific figures to work
with, be said

tllw U Nm April 2,1H1

Opinion
Fee boost necessary
to cushion cutbacks
Academic Council's recommendation for the Board of
Trustees to raise instructional fees is not a welcomed
move, but obviously a necessary one.
With the Reagan administration slashing almost all
federally aided programs, and Gov. James Rhodes' proposed budget allotting less to higher education and consequently about |60,000 less to the University next year, there
are no other alternatives to take without sacrificing the
quality of education at the University.
The increase in fees would not supplement all the money
needed to keep up with costs, and college departments will
still have to take their share of the cuts. But without an increase we would see even larger class sizes than we
already have, and we would have to do without equipment
purchases that are needed.
The Library also is battling with a budget that does not
keep up with inflation, since there has been a 300-percent
increase for books and periodicals since 1967-68.
Rhodes suggested that universities place more of the
financial load on students by raising instructional fees
because of the state's dismal financial outlook, and other
state universities already have heeded to his call.
If the Board of Trustees decides to raise instructional
fees, we only hope that it weighs the situation carefully and
realizes that institutions are not the only ones having financial problems.

Proposed loan cuts could
affect 750,000 students
There is an old saying that you get
what you pay for apparently President Reagan is not interested in purchasing quality education for
American college students in the
future.
Congress has been warned that as
many as 750,000 students could be
forced to drop out of college because
of Reagan's proposal to cut the
Guaranteed Student Loan program
(GSL).
Will you be one of them?
Presently the GSL allows students
to borrow up to 12,500 a year or a total
of 113,900 as a undergraduate student.
Hie nine percent interest charged is
paid by the federal government until
sii months after the student
graduates or leaves school.
Reagan intends to eliminate this interest benefit now provided by the
government while the student is in
school.
H independent or non-traditional
students have to pay the interest that
accrues on loans during their college
years, it could for example, cost them
an additional $2,700 to borrow $10,000
over four years.
The government will save money;
college students, especially the needy
ones, will be hurting.
Reagan also intends to base the
amount that may be borrowed on a
student's demonstrated financial
need. This will invalidate the Middle
Income Assistance Act of 1978, which
now allows families with incomes of
$25,000 or more to be eligible for the
GSL. Again, the government will save
money.
But now not only the poor, but the
middle-income families and their
children who desperately need this
continual help will hurt
Finally our president intends to
raise the interest charged in a new
loan program for parents from nine
percent to the prevailing market rate.
Originally, this Ohio House Bill 120
would have allowed parents to borrow
up to $3,000 a year at nine percent interest, to help defray their children's
college expenses. How many of your

Focus
Holly Hilborn
Unlwrslty student

parents can afford to borrow $3,000 a
year at 15 or 16 perecent interest?
The cumulative effect of Reagan's
proposed budget cuts, which will save
the federal government billions of
dollars, could effectively shut down
the GSL as a means of financing
higher education. There is something
terribly wrong here.
The situation is critical if Congress
agrees to Reagan's proposed educational budget cuts.
Unfortunately, the Republican majority in the Senate and the
Democrats' fear of political suicide if
they oppose a plan to slash federal
spending, make the likelihood of the
passage of these proposals a frightening reality to American college
students.
Independent students, nontraditional students from lower income families and students from
middle-income families may very
well be denied a higher education effective this fall.
Will you be among them? According
to Beryl Smith, director of Financial
Aid at the University, nearly 40 percent of you have students guaranteed
loans.
President Reagan seems unconcerned whether you receive a
higher education. How concerned are
you?
He seems to think that the quality of
our naUon will not be affected by denying thousands of American youths
higher educaUon. He intends to
withdraw the financial assistance you
desperatley need to meet the rising
costs of college and universities. Do
you agree with this logic?
Our Congressman is Delbert Latta.
His address is 280 S. Main St., Bowling
Green. Write Him!
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Previous experience equals trouble
WASHINGTON-If political science
were a real science-which it ain't-the
mathematical formula that would explain last week's strange case of Alexander Haig would be: E + WHE = T.
Ego plus White House experience
equals trouble.
The Secretary of State is not the
first alumnus of the senior White
House staff to provoke a president by
the way he handled his Cabinet
assignment. The Democratic lawyer
who first spotted Haig's talents in the
army bureaucracy 17 years ago and
who shepherded him through his confirmation hearings in JanuaryJoseph Califano, Jr.-had a very
similar experience.
Califano had been Lyndon
Johnson's top domestic assistant
before being named by Jimmy Carter
as Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare. Haig had been Richard Nixon's national security adviser and
chief of staff before Ronald Reagan
picked him for the Cabinet.
Califano wound up being fired from
the Cabinet amid charges of disloyalty. Haig was tottering on the verge of
an angry resignation under similar
circumstances last week-and might,
in fact, leave at any time.
To a reporter who knew both men as
talented and energetic operators
blessed with a full appreciation of
their own skills, it seemed more than
coincidental that their Cabinet
careers has been skewered by the
same sword: running into conflict
with their successors on the White
House staff.
So I asked Califano if he thought
there was an inherent risk for any
president in naming to a major
Cabinet position someone who "knew
too much" about the inner workings of
the White House.
"It's a fascinating question," he
said. There is no great risk, we quickly agreed, in a president moving someone from a White House staff job to
Cabinet secretaryship in
midadministration. Lyndon Johnson did
that with Larry O'Brien; Richard Nixon, with Caspar Weinberger; and
Jerry Ford, with Don Rumsfeld-each
time with success.
The problem, Califano said, arises
when someone who has learned his
way through the political maze by
working inside a previous White
House comes in at the start of a new

Focus
David Broder
Syndicated columnist

administration as the head of a key
Cabinet department. "You can start
at 150 miles per hour," Califano said,
"I was able to go like gangbusters
while the Carter White House staff
was still getting up to speed.
"If you're a human being," he added, "you'll take advantage of what
you know, at the expense of guys who
can't move that fast."
That is exactly what Haig did. On
the day Reagan was sworn in, Haig
handed him a memo outling procedures for handling national security
matters that would have given Haig
himself total control of Reagan's
foreign policy. Presidential counselor
Edwin Meese III and White House
chief of staff James Baker III were
able to block that power play. But

Haig pressed relentlessly ahead on
both bureaucratic and substantive
issues, to the point that six weeks into
the new administration.
Califano, again: "That's where the
trouble comes. Human jealousy
enters. The guy who has been on the
White House staff has contacts all
over town, including the press.
Everyone likes attention from the
press, and until the White House guys
develop their own contracts, they
don't get the attention the Cabinet
member gets."
That is certainly part of the storybut only part. From the White House
staff viewpoint, an aggressive, fastmoving and publicity-conscious
Cabinet member is a serious threat.
The new president's men suspect, and
often with good reason, that the
Cabinet officer has a policy and
political agenda of his own, which he
can push at the president's expense.
Califano was faulted, justly or unjustly, for raiding other departments'
budgets to finance his own welfarereform proposal and for dragging his
heels of the Carter commitment to

pull education programs out of HEW
into a department of their own.
Haig is criticized for promoting the
El Salvador civil war into a major
focus of policy debate at the very moment that Reagan wanted to concentrate the attention of Congress and the
country on his economic package.
But Califano made the right point
when he observed that "tension between the Cabinet members and White
Housestaff member is inevitable. A
skillful president can use that tension
to serve his own purposes," by letting
it force into the open those critical
issues on which the president himself-and no subordinate-is entitled to the
final say.
But a less-than skillful president is
liable to let the tensions build to the
point of explosion, costing him the services of able, energetic and experienced people. Carter lost Califano
that way, and Reagan last week was
on the verge of losiang Haig.
Hiring such men in the first place is
a risk. But good Presidents are those
who can make the risky decisions
work.

ly, history will
truth...sometime.

weekend instead of what they are doing in classes. Sure, there are excellent students who also lead very enjoyable lives, and there are also terrible teachers here. But, fundamental
to learning is a desire to learn. With
the desire comes the hard work, and
hopefully, good results. If a student
realizes he can get by with just a little
work, he will take the easy way. Expectations must be increased, and
students must accept that change.

Letters—
Students should be
able to get classes

run contrary to those of its citizens
and residents
' It has been over five years since the
United States withdrew from Vietnam. The truth about the total U.S. involvement in the Southeast Asian
country remains, at best, obscure to
the American public, especially its
own people. In any case the highly influential and popular media added its
endorsement of that war by acclaiming the Deerhunter -a cleverly-told
movie with its untruths about the
Vietnamese people-its 'Best Picture'
in 1979.
Now, the confusion is total and complete. So, when they say. 'El Salvador'
will be another 'Vietnam', it means
many things to many people, and lost
among the chaos is the truth of it all.
Who will win? Who will lose? Who
will suffer? Who will gain? Eventual-

Toward the end of every quarter
students nervously check their
mailboxes. This symptom is caused
by the fear of coming in contact with a
most common ailment, "the partial
schedule blues." For me there really
is no fear. Since I have received a
partial schedule all nine quarters that
I have attended the University the ailment is very imminent.
It has come to my attention that
some of the same courses are being
closed out of each and every quarter. I
am no genius at supply and demand,
but it seems if demand exceeds supply
then that supply should be increased
in the future. This does not appear to
be the case here at the University.
Possibly, the reason for not increasing the supply of these courses is to in- DOONESBURY
duce a better allocation of students to
vejw/m AMHeA&cwmoNOF
the available classes. This may have
avw6/wconc-onaa>ums,
some merit, but since it is the student
mtnp,amw,MAiWft*.mri
who is paying the tution, it seems that I VOH JEtOU/m. BWUIOWH)
immtm ABOUTHK1WMISSIN6
he should be able to obtain the courses
tfRNGOS.
desired. Let's De thankful that on Friday nights when we enter the grocery
store we are not told that we must purchase milk instead of beer. Possibly,
the store will offer us other drinks
such as cactus juice or boring cola,
drinks that we really don't want. If
you see the analogy in this example,
then you see the problem.

reveal

the

R. ErrolLam
3 Gypsy Lane Estates

Students must accept
educational challenge
Having recently been asked by the
Faculty Development Center to comment on current problems here at the
University. I feel I should share my
final comments. I feel one major
change needs to be made to improve
the quality of instruction here. This is
a change in students's attitudes
towards academic work. No matter
how good a teacher is, it does not do
any good if a student is more worried
about what they are doing this

Learning becomes enjoyable when it
is difficult enough to be challenging,
but reasonable enough so that the
challenge can be met Students must
be willing to accept the challenge.
Douglas H. Cline
Graduate Student
Dept. of Popular Culture

by Garry Trudeau
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Will El Salvador be
another Vietnam?
It Is being said that 'El Salvador'
will be another 'Vietnam'. That
unconstitutionally-waged war in
Vietnam-shades of the late Senator
Wayne Morse of Oregan—vividly
showed Americans, that it is those
who wanted to genuinely see, the
great contradictions in the leadership
of this country: Their interests always
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Performances
THE EDDIE RUSS QUARTET in concert, 8 p.m., in
Bryan Recital Hall at Musical Arts Center.

Programs
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES OFFICE
will conduct an interviewing techniques seminar at
6:30 p.m. and a resume writing seminar at 7:30 p.m.
April 7, second floor lounge of Student Services Bldg.;

WOMEN IN BUSINESS is sponsoring a Chicago trip,
including a tour of Brunswick Corporation, April 10-12. COMM.for the College of Education needs qualified
students to be student representatives in speech and
If interested, call Sue Brown, 353-9161, today.
hearing therapy, library and educational media,
Miscellaneous
special education, music education, health, physical
education and recreation, and technology. Students
WOMEN FOR WOMEN will have an information table must be freshmen, sophomores or Juniors in the coland petitions on the Human Life and Equal Rights lege with a major or minor in one of these areas. ApAmendments today 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Union Foyer; plications available in the Program Advisement and
Teacher Certification Office, 365 Education Bldg.
LUTHERAN SUMMER CAMP interviews will be held Deadline is April 7;
today 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at University Lutheran Chapel WOOD COUNTY DISASTER SERVICES AGENCY will
1124 E. Wooster St., DEAN'S STUDENT ADVISORY have a county-wide siren test 10 a.m. to noon April 3.

Moore released
University President Hollis Moore Jr. was released
March 20 from the Medical College of Ohio in Toledo, according to Richard Edwards, University vice president.
Edwards said Moore will continue radiation treatment
and rest as therapy for a brain tumor of low malignancy.
Edwards and Provost and Executive Vice President
Michael Ferrari continue as the ranking administrators,
he said, as assigned by the Board of Trustees.
Moore, 57, had entered the Medical College Hospital on
Feb. 23 for treatment of an infection. It was announced by
Edwards on March 3 that a tumor had been found.

And GRAND OPENING At Our

-NEW LOCATIONSale Thru April 4 -140 E. Wooster

7SM
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

i PENNY
SALE

LECTURE: "EXPLORING
THE UNLIMITED DIMENSIONS
OF SPIRIT by 0ETTY ANN RIDLEY
A MfMOER OF THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
HOARD OF LECTURESHIP MONDAY
APRIL 6 FACULTY LOUNGE

ON ALL

RUNNING SHOES
During Grond Opening
Super

BUY ONE TROPICAL FISH AT OUR REGULAR
LOW PRICE AND GET ITS MATE FOR ONE
PENNY OVER 90% OF OUR FISH ARE ON
THE PENNY SALE, ALL OTHERS ARE
REDUCED IN PRICE. SALE ENDS SAT. APRIL 4th.

FACULTY LOUNGE

UNION
SKWSOMD »r
THE DOSU
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION

"THE UNLIMITED
DIMENSIONS OF

5-Star

•**••

STOCK YOUR TANKS
NOW! Mon-Fri 11-8
178 S. MAIN

SPIRIT"MON.APWL6

4:30 PM. 4:30 PM.

FACULTY LOUNGE
WELCOME

354-1885

Buy one 8-10 enlargement at our regular low price
from your favorite color negative or slide and get a second

8x10 PRINT
FOR ONLY $1
Clllll ■•si II illicit! tl Hill kl|
art ulil till HI tiiti imsiiii alter
films SIS 81

The regular price on the

DEVELOPING
en D I kl T I kl (1 «' »»roll of 20,24 or 36
rKlll I I HI V7 exposure color priit film.
Ii|lnt pucissiii nit

Come in & register for a free
pair of Brooks Shoes

This Week's Hours. Doily 10-9, Sat. 10-5.30

140 W. Wooster St.. B.C.

Phone 352-3610

Mini-Courses
Aerobics
Auto Maintenance
Sign-up
Belly Dancing
Bicycle Maintenance
Now
thru
Fri.
Billiards
Cake Decorating
April 10
Frisbee
Film Making
9:00 am-5:00 pm
Foosball
CPR
UAO Office,
Guitar
3rd Fl. Union
Bridge
Cosmetic
Application
Macrame
Sign Language
Mixology
Photography •Piano *Self-Awareness »Stitchery »Yoga
For more information contact the UAO office 2-2343

GET INVOLVED

lB£KMV#J20
00 OFF

SAT. Bring your questions to
our Brooks Rep. 10-1

FALCON HOUSE

SAT 10-5
SUN 1-5

DOWNTOWN B.G'S ONLY FULL LINE PET SHOP LOCATED
BETWEEN BEN FRANKLIN AND THE MINI- MALL

Let us hear your voice.

lieii in nil in nir

[ll|ll list It Illicit! II Hill l||
fifties i IS II

PHOTO SAVINGS FROM
Dorsey's Drugs
111 Railroad St.
Bowtinoj Groan, Ohio
352-1693

HugftrGT

"By tfto Tracks"

RUN FOR A

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
OFFICE

PETITIONS AVAILABLE IN 405
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
DUE APRIL 8th
TIME IS RUNNING OUT

4 Th. BG Mows April 2, 1981

Placement schedule,
Sign up (or EDUCATION SCHEDULES will be
held on Thursday, April 2, lOal, from 6:00 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. In the Second Floor Lounge, of the Student Services building.
A CREDENTIAL FORM MUST BE TURNED
IN FOR EACH SCHEDULE AT THE TIME YOU
SIGN UP
SPECIAL NOTICE: Requests for some type of
standardization In credential forms end resumes
have prompted the university Placement Ser
vices to require candidates signing up for each
Interview to complete and present at MM time of
sign up a STANDARD CREDENTIAL FORM",
for each organization with which he/she wishes
to interview Also, only PERMANENT
RESIDENTS of the U.S.A. will be considered for
interviewing ( •)
THE NUMBER IN I ) INDICATES THE
NUMBER OF SCHEOULES REQUESTED BY
THE ORGANIZATION.

40611
DIOCESE OF COLUMBUS (*) Columbus. OH
ID Elem Educ. espec grades 41 (Do NOT
need Spec Edu . Phys Ed.. Gen Music & Art)
Elem. LEM, Elem Instr. Music, Mar.. June,
Aug. (1) Sec Educ: Math, Ind. Arts. Cham..
Physics, Foreign Lang., Blol., Eng , and Bus.
Educ , Sec. LEM, Sec Instru. Music, Mar., June.
Aug.

FOSTORIA CITY SCHOOLS (•) Fostoria, OH
(I) Primary SBH. LBD Tutor; H.S. Guidance
(Women Pref.l. Dec.. Mar.. June Grads.

MONTGOMERY COUNTY PUBLIC («)
Rockvllla. MD - HI Blol, Cham.. Earth Scl..
Eng.. Math. Ind. Educ.. Reading, French/Span,
or Germ., German/F rench. Span /French, Hear.
Impair.. EMR. LBD. MSPR. Dec.. Mar., June,
Aug. Grads (Fill up with any other (leids EXCEPT PHYS. EDUC. Dec., March.. June, Aug.
Grads)

OLMSTED FALLS SCHOOLS (•) Oltted Falls.
QH
(I) H.S LD - FB Coaching. Elem. LD,
Eng.. Elem. Ed.. Sec. Math.. Dec., Mar.. June
Grads.

NOB WALK CITY SCHOOLS (*) Norwalk, OH
- (1) Indus. Educ., LD. EMR.. Eng., Business,
Bookkeeping. Typing, Oec.. Mar.. June. Aug.
Grads.

FAIRFIELD COUNTY SCHOOLS I*) Lancaster. OH (D Spec Educ.: EMR. LBD. SBH,
plus Elem Ed.. June. Aug. Grads. (D All areas
K 12. June. Aug. Grads.

MM)
BLOOMFIELD HILLS SCHOOLS 1*1 Bloomfield Hills. Ml
111 Blol., Chem.. Earth Scl.,
Env. Sci.. French. German. Indus. Educ., Latin,
Math, Phyuslcs, EMR, LBD. MSPR. Dec.. Mar .
June. Aug. Grads.

BUCKEYE VALLEY LOCAL SCHOOLS («>
Delaware. OH (1) TO BE ANNOUNCED.
DELAWARE COUNTY SCHOOLS (el
Delaware. OH
(I) Secondary: Blol., Bus.
Educ.. Chem., Indus. Educ., Math. June Grads.
MENTOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS (*) Mentor. OH
■- 12} All areas excepting straight Elem. Educ..
Dec., Mar., June, Aug. Grads. (YOU MUST
COMPLETE INTERVIEW FORM FROM MEN
TOR AND BRING TO INTERVIEW OBTAIN
THIS AT PLACEMENT OFFICE)

DEFIANCE CITY SCHOOLS!*) Defiance. OH
(I) Elem Ed.. Dec. Mar, June, Aug. Grads. (D
Sec. Educ, Dec.. Mar., June, Aug. Grade.
NEWARK CITY SCHOOLS (a) Newark. OH ■■
(D Elam. EMR and LO. (I) Indus. Arts., Bus.
Ed.. Home Ed.. Voc. Ed. I HMusic. Sac. Selene*.
Sec. Math, phys. Ed. certlHed In areas other than
P.E.. D*c.. Mart*.. June, Aug. Grads.

VANOALIA BUTLER CITY SCHOOLS (•)
Vendalla. OH ■■ (D Elam. Educ., Elem Music.
LD. EMR at Elem. (I) Sec Teachers. PE Girls
Sec. level. Sec LEM. Sec. Ind. Arts. Sac. Soc
Stud.. Dlslr. Madia Coord., gMted at Elem. ft JH
level, Dec.. Mar., June Grads.

THE $79.95
DIPLOMA.

4-ae-at

4-16-61

4-1J-61

BRECKSVILLE BROADVIEW HOTS. CITY
SCHOOLS (•) Brecksvllkt. OH
d) All areas
K 12, Dec, Mar.. June Grads.
CONTINENTAL LOCAL SCHOOLS (•) Continental, OH - (D Elem. Ed.. Mar., June Grads.
CRESTVIEW LOCAL SCHOOLS (•) Convoy.
OH - (I) Eng. + Coaching, Phys. Ed/Health .
Coach.. Elem (6and 7) + Coaching, Dec.. Mar..
June Grads.

MIAMI CO. BOARO OF EDUCATION. (*)
Troy, OH - Sao listing under 4 09 61
LAFAYETTE SCHOOL CORP. (*) Lafayette.
(N
- (I) CANCELLED - DID NOT
RESCHEDULE.

LAKE FOREST SCHOOL DISTRICT (a) Lekej
Forest. IL - (I) French/Span., Chom./Physlcs
Elem w/strongscience background. EMR. Doc
Mar., Juno Grads.
CLARK CO. PUBLIC SCHOOLS (•) Spr
ingtieid, OH - (I) For. Lang.. Indus. Arts, Spec
Ed., EMR, LD Sciences, Homo Ed.. Doc, Mar.
June Grads.
MAUMEE YOUTH CAMP - OYC (a) Libert^
Center, OH - (I) Eng., Hist., Math, Soc Stud.
EMR, LD.. Doc, M*r.. June Grads.

6-IJ4I
EAST LIVERPOOL CITY SCHOOLS (*) East
Liverpool, OH - )2| Sac. Math, Latin. LD/BD,
Speech/Hear. Therapy. School Psych.. SBH.
Dec. Mar, June, Aug. Greets.

GREENHILLS FOREST PARK SCHOOLS (•)
Cincinnati, OH - (D All Elem Ed. Areas. Dec.
Mar. June, Aug. (D All Sac. Ed. Areas, Dae.
Mar.. June, Aug. (1) All areas, particularly LD.
EMR, SBH. Indus. Arts. Eng.. Dec. Mar.. June.
Aug. Grads.

SPRINOTIELD LOCAL SCHOOLS (a) Akron,
OH -- (1) Elem Ed.. Sec. Ed.. Spec Ed./Eiem.
Ed. Dec, Mar., June, Aug. Grads.
NORTHEAST IND. SPEC. ED. CO-OP (•)
Rome City. IN (1) All areas of Spec. Ed.. Dec,
Mar., June Grads.
SOUTHWEST ALLEN COUNTY SCHOOLS (•)
Fort Wayne, IN -- (D Elem. Ed., Eng.. Math.
Spec. Ed.. Phys. Ed.. Speech and Hearing.
Lang.. Guidance, mar., June. Aug. Grads.

MIAMI CO. BOARO OF EDUCATION (*)
Troy, OH -- ID Phy. Ed/Coach B.B.. Music. In
dm Arts. Math, Elem. Ed., Home Ed.. Dec,
Mar., June Grads. (I) all areas, Dec. mar., June
Grads.
NORTHWOOD CITY SCHOOLS (a) Nor
thwood, OH 111 Music and Band Director, Dec.
Mar., June Grads.

4-166)1
EAST LIVERPOOL CITY SCHOOLS (*) East
Liverpool. OH See listing under 4-IMI.
BEREA CITY SCHOOLS (*) Berea. OH -■ (1)
Sec. all areas; Spec. Ed., Doc, Mar., June, Aug.
Grads.
MARION CITY SCHOOLS (•) Marlon. OH (1) EMR. LO. MSPH, Dec. Mar.. June. Aug.

OBERLIN CITY SCHOOLS (•) Oberlm, OH
ID Elem. Ed.. Sec. Ed., Special., all levels Dec.
Mar., June Grads
WOOSTER CITY SCHOOLS I *) Wooster. OH ID CANCELLED DID NOT RESCHEDULE

4-16-61
ALLEN CO. SCHOOLS (a) Lima. OH (1) Al
area*. Doc. Mar.. June Grads.
HOUSTON IND. SCHOOL DISTRICT (.
Houston. TX - (I) Blol.. Cham.. Early Chid
Elem. Ed., Eng.. Metrh, Physics, Spec. Ed.
Speech/Hear.. Indus. Arts, Mar., June, Aug.
Grads.
LIMA CITY SCHOOLS (a) Lima. OH - (1) Al
areas. Dec, Mar.. June. Aug. Grads.
SPRINGFIELD CITY SCHOOLS (a) Spr
ingfleld. OH - (1) Elem /Read . Sec Math, SCl.,
and Indus. Arts. EMR. MSPR. LD, Hear. Imp.,
Voc Ed., Pis. Ed.. Doc, Mar, June, Aug. Grads

?1.50 OFF
Any lorgoj pizza
with two Of tsot-o itoxni

A pliia ns»v6». had it to good, TM

Fro* Dojtiv.ry

Fast Free Delivery 352-5166
m - .
ito"—
r-_L
T^t i JB
-i»
IthMmu*
(>^ SSSBJSftpll
Of»» Sun - fhu>i 4.0O p«v w I a«. fo - Sol. 4£

(Save up to $20 on Siladium* College Rings.)

ONI COUPON PER PIZZP.

352-5166

EXPIRES APtlL 30.1981
"COUPON oo.

Our Mended Cheese Pluo.
Pepperonl
Kalian Sausage
mushrooms
Mom
Ground Boot
Emm Choose
Extra Thick Dough
mild Popper Rings
Chopped Onions
Croon Oeves
Croon Poppore
Combo. Plizac»»v6M"»oi»ou.ci*ie.)
Deluxe Plna

Siladium rings are made from a fine jeweler's
stainless alloy that produces a brilliant white
lustre. It is unusually strong and is resistant
to deterioration from corrosion or skin
reactions.
In short, it's quality and durability at an
affordable price.

SANDUSKY CITY SCHOOLS (•) Sandusky
OH •• (1) Art, Bus. Ed., Eng.. Homo Ec, Ind
Ed.. Phys. Ed.. Earth Scl.. Scl. Comp.. EMR
LD, Coaching, Mar.. June, Aug. Grads.

i\ OFF
Any largo pizza
with on. or user. Rom*

eoaPsslQiossssstoa.

^'** ^^^H
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
(XPHES JUNE IS. Not

352-5166
D COUPON.

Hot Submarine Sandwiches

Both men's and women's Siladium ring
styles are on sale this week only through
your ArtCarved representative. Trade in
your 10K gold high school ring and save
even more.
It's a great way of saying you've earned it.

Kalian Sub (Han. Solo.
Mam Sub
Roast Boot Sub

.Ch^.).

Deluxe Rocut Beet or Ham (m<>ia.«4o. nv,.voom«. o*d umwe.).

2.15

1.85

PlllQ Sub(P»pO*ox (110,0,^0 and So«KJ Pino Sa*x.)

1 85

Vog. Sub (6W moio/«4o OMH llWiroomi

1.85

IOMIOM

lOTtwc.. 6- Oman)

60< OFF
Any aH*dlua pizza
with on. or ewr* tt.mi

Mi SUBS RRE (TIM* TO ORDER WITH YOUR CHOICE Of, Onions. Catsup. I
mayonnaise, lettuce. Plna Sauce. Pickles. Popper Rings. It. Dressing
Am. moio/eta Choose, mushrooms, or Tomatoes

each

SasaH
IS'

Fro* D*Mv*ry
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EKPS91S JUNE 15. 1981

352-5166

Carbc Broad (9 ssoss)
65
with choose
Pepsi. Diet Pec*. Dr. Popper, mt. Dow. and 7up(i>Oi o*»)
^^^^
anon MbfKt lo OwflQ. wMwvt none.
Us-slWsmsssi«»s»Wsfm«««1s»sisi«a»»^

/IRJQIRVED

^COLLEGE RINGS
Symbolizing your ability to achieve.

ArtCarved Hours: Thursday, Friday
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
Special hours Thursday: 8:00 - 8:00
Deposit required. Master Charge iir Visa accepted

.

moatbalSub

f) HUD Art Carverl Collar Rine>

1 FREE POP
with tho purchase of any large tub
Mek for M Whoa Ordering

pHfPd,crt
352-5166

Fro* D*Mv*ry
ONE COUPON PER sue
(XPSWS JUNE 15. 1981

•COUPONa

OUR
17th
YEAR
IN
6.G.
PRESENT COUPON WHEN PAYING

■•COUPON M

1 FREE POP
with th* purchoj* of any soso.ll pizza
Ask for h When Ordering

Fr** D*Nv*ry

352-5166

ONE COUPON PER PIZZP
EJWRES JUNE 15. 1981

►COUPON!

TIN BQ NMM April 2,1961 6

Which beer tasted better?

Did your choice surprise yon?
Something like 2 out of 3 beer drinkers don't pick their brand.
And that surprises them. A lot of them pick Schlitz instead.
That doesn't surprise us. Two years ago a master brewer, Frank
Sellinger, came to Schlitz. Today he is the Chief Executive Officer
and today's Schlitz is the smoothest beer he's ever brewed. Taste it
against yours. The results may surprise you.

An impossible question?
No. The answer is, the beer on the right tasted better. The suds are
the tipoff. The head lacing the glass on the right has what brewers
call "cling'.' Its tendency to cling to the glass tells
you that the brewer didn't skimp on the
hops. And that it tasted better.
Ever taste a beer with no "hop" to it?
Hops give a beer its zing. Too little hops
leaves a beer lifeless. Too much hops
makes a beer bite.
But choose a beer with the right
proportion of hops to barley malt, and
your beer will be livery and refreshing.
Yet, still go down nice and smooth.

The best beer is #

Does your beer have "ding?"
To check for "cling" you need a glass that's "beer clean!' (Never used
for milk or soft drinks, never washed in soap*)
Pour your beer down the center of the glass to form a 3/4 inch
head. See if it leaves rings of foam as you drink. But don't stop at the
"cling" test. Make this a full-fledged taste test.
'Note: "Beer-clean" glasses should be washed with detergent. Rinse several times in very hot
water. Air dry only— never use a towel.

Refreshing

Faintly
sweet

Full
bodied

Smooth

rVIOlrOW

Mild

Full
flavored

Flat

Too
bitter

Watery

Biting

loo
strong

Overly
carbonated

Bland

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
Place beers' numbers < an each scale from 1 to 10.

Can yon recognize your beer by the taste?
Probably just 1 beer drinker in 3 can pick his beer
out of a group of three. You try. Pour your brand and
two other leading beers—a Schlitz.Bud or a Miller—
into identical glasses. Have a friend switch them
around. As you drink each beer, not only check it for
its "cling!" but rate its taste characteristics from 1 to 10
on the flavor scale. Now comes the real test.
Tell your friend which beer is yours.

^^tf Rppr #1 i'

1 Beer #2 i 5
| Beer#3i 5

WnM\

y9s Scfliltz.
\Giifo rit
•

O1960 Jos Schlttz Brewing Company. Milwaukee, WI
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General confusion

1981-82
CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS
MONDAY, April 6
WEDNESDAY, April 8
SUNDAY, April 12
TUESDAY, April 14
THURSDAY, April 16
SATURDAY, April 25
SUNDAY, April 26

Anderson Arena
Anderson Arena
Anderson Arena
Anderson Arena
Anderson Arena
Alumni Center
Rec Center

7-10 pm
7-10 pm
1 pm
7-10 pm
7-10 pm
9 am
1 pm

Haig's claim of 'control' casts doubts
by Dav* Whitman
N*W» staff reporter

For a few hours, while President Reagan lay
wounded in a hospital and Vice President
George Bush was flying back from Austin,
Texas, there seemed to be confusion about who
was in charge of the nation's business.
After the shooting, Haig quickly went to the
White House and told reporters: "As of now, I
am in control in the White House pending the
return of the vice president."

Clinic
Clinic
Semi-Finals
Clinic
Clinic
Interviews
Finals

-MEN AND WOMEN WELCOME-

As Reagan underwent surgery, Secretary of
State Alexander Haig was presiding at the
White House, according to reports issued by the
Associated Press.

CAMPUS SAFETY AND SECURITY

372-2346

THE MOST EXCITING
JOBS IN THE WORLD
ARE IN NAVY FLYING.

Same Day Service
Often Available -Phone First

352-703I

MOP M JUBs 8 OO 5 JO Ml
1«f»SJ KRAMta ROAD
'tiDWtiNO UICCN.OHIO

As a pilot or flight officer, you can be
part of the excitement of Navy flying.
Right from the start, members of the
Navy aviation team get leadership
responsibility and decision-making
authority. Maybe other carreers can offer
you this kind of responsibility. But the
Navy gives it to you sooner.
QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum BA/BS
degree. Applicants must be less than 29
years of age. Relocation required. Applicants must pass aptitude and physical
examinations and qualify for security
clearance. U.S. citizenship required.
BENEFITS: Excellent package includes
30 days' paid vacation, earned annually,
medical/dental care and life insurance
coverage, plus other tax-free incentives.
Dependents' benefits also provided. Extensive training program provided.
PROCEDURE: Send Resume or call:
Lt. J.B. Parratt
16101 Snow Rd. #3
Brook park, Ohio 44142
(216) 522-4830 (collect)

University Golf Course & Golf Range

Open

what Haig meant. He seemed to be referring to
the situation room in the White House as some
sort of command post That was Haig's military
orientation coming out."

"I imagine what they're talking about is that
the president is the commander in chief of our
military forces," said Dr. William Reichert,
chairman of the University's political science
department. "If the vice president can't take
over, then command authority goes to the
Secretary of State."
Dr. Dennis Anderson, an assistant professor
of political science, said "It's not really clear

By command authority, he meant making instant decisions during this crisis period, Anderson added.
AP reported that after his return to the White
House Monday night, Vice President Bush told
reporters that "the American government is
functioning fully and completely. The officers
of the government have been fulfilling their
functions with skill and with care."

"Sometimes hours go by without a military
decision having to be made," Anderson said.
"It seems to be a lot of noise about very little."

BOWLING TROPHIES

THE BG NEWS
is available Tuesday through Friday
mornings in most campusbuildings
and in
THESE BOWLING GREEN
LOCATIONS:

Mwwwawiwwi—aaawMwar

Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

Presidential disability and succession is provided for in the 25th Amendment to the Constitution. Presidential power usually passes
from the president to the vice president. Should
the vice president become incapacitated, power
goes to the president pro tempore of the Senate
and then to the Speaker of the House.

LOWEST PRICES
ON TROPHIES
& PLAQUES
•CUSTOM DESIGN
SERVICE

• Great Scot, 1616 E. Wooster (Stadium
Plaza)
• Holiday Inn, 1550 E. Wooster
• McDonalds, 1470 E. Wooster
• Finders Records, E. Wooster
• The Source, 522 E. Wooster
• McDonalds, 1050 So. Main
• LaSalle's, 139 So. Main
• Finders Records, 128 N. Main
• Rogers Drugs, 135 N. Main
• City Adm. Bldg., 304 N. Church
• Wood County Court House, E. Court
• DJ's, 115 W. Merry
• Krogers, 1096 N. Main

SPECIAL PACKAGE
PRICES
BUCKEYE
TROPHY
CO.
Parkway Plaza
Shopping Centtr
MAUMEE, OHIO

893-8256.
=^

^

Careers
Don't Just Happen
•■ »• :-xi

aJpONDEBOSAM—^".

At the Institute lor Paralegal Training we have prepared
over 4,000 college graduates tor careers in law, business and
finance. After just three months of intensive training, we will
place you in a stimulating and challenging position that offers
professional growth and expanding career opportunities As
a Legal Assistant you will do work traditionally performed by
attorneys and other professionals in law firms, corporations,
banks, government agencies and insurance companies
Furthermore, you will earn graduate credit towards a Master
of Arts in Legal Studies through Anhoch School of Law (or all
course work completed at The institute

Can-Bat Ftsit

We are regarded as the nation's finest and most prestigious program tor training legal specialists for law firms,
business and finance But. as important as our academic
Quality is our placement result The Institute's placement
service will find you a job m the city of your choice. It not. you will
be eligible 'or a substantial turtion refund

It you are a senior in high academic standing and looking
for the most practical way to begin your career, contact your
Placement Office for an interview with our representative
We wtM visit your carnpua on: APRIL 20, 1981

Range

Hours
Balls

12-6 or later as weather permits
Large bucket $2.00 Small bucket $1.25
The)
Institute
for

Get Your Bargain Priced
Student Season Ticket
$40.00 Spring quarter
$80.00 Fall golf season

$3.50

235 South 17m SDMI
PIMUdWu. P«nn«»1vann 19103

0i5) 732-eeoo
15441 lVo.««i

KWaMdbv **•<•«« he I
Approvad by The American Bar Association
Program Earn Fun CrecW Toward MA In Legal Studies
Ihrough Antioch School ol Law
..-io-o.,

PQNDEBQSR

Get Psyched

Weekday Rate
9 holes

■WC I:?

FORAUMTTED TIME... enjoy all the fish
filets and all the salad you can eat. Dinner
also includes baked potato and warm roll
with butter... all for one low price!

18 holes
$5.00

All Day
$6.00

$6.00

$8.00

For

Weekend Rates
$4.00

2 Week Opening Sale
Etonic Golf Gloves $4.73
All Golf Clubs

20% off

Last years shoes 30-50% off

Student Government
Association
Elections
April If, 1981

Tr» BQ New* April 2, 1M1 7

Sixteen injured in fire at Caesars Palace
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) - A fire broke out in a room on
the fifth floor of Caesars Palace hotel of Las Vegas' strip
yesterday, and 16 people were injured before it was extinguished. It was the third hotel fire at the gambling
resort city in less than five months.
Authorities said fire and smoke forced evacuation of
the hotel's entire 12-story central tower.
"We have 10 civilian injuries - most of these are minor and six firefighters are injured. One is quite serious,"
said Capt. Ralph Dinsman of the Clark County Fire
Department
Capt. Donald Warren reportedly suffered seconddegree burns while fighting the blaze at the 1,736-room

hotel. He was taken to Southern Nevada Memorial
Hospital bum unit, where he was listed in satisfactory
condition.
The blaze erupted at 10:05 a.m. in Room 584, a fiveroom suite at the rear section of the 12-floor original
hotel, which is attached to a 22-story Fantasy Tower addition opened 18 months ago. It was not known if that suite
was occupied at the time of the fire.
Dinsman said the portion of the hotel where the fire
broke out did not have sprinklers but said Caesars Palace
was in the process of installing the area with sprinklers.
Dinsman said fire alarms and smoke detectors in the
area worked.

New gun controls unlikely
despite attempted killing

NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) - Actress Jodie Foster said Wednesday
she was "shocked" and
"frightened" when she learned that
the man who is accused of shooting
President Reagan may have written letters to her.
She declined to say anything
about the contents, except that they
did not refer to the president and
were not of a threatening nature. In

fact, she said they seemed more
like love letters.
She said she had received a
number of letters and notes signed
either "JWH" or "John Hinckley"
last fall and again last month. She
said she threw the earlier ones
away.
The Justice Department
reportedly found an unmailed letter addressed to Miss Foster in Hin-

Brookdale Stables

WASHINGTON (AP) - The administration is unlikely
to back new gun controls despite the attempted
assassination of President Reagan, says a key Cabinet officer. But congressional gun-control backers are pledging
stepped-up efforts for their long-stymied cause.
Sen. Edward. Kennedy, pledged today to renew his
quest for gun-control legislation, saying, "Too many people have died."
Kennedy's brother, John F. Kennedy, was assassinated
while president is 1963, and another brother, Robert F.
Kennedy, was slain while seeking the Democratic
presidential nomination in 1968.
"This time, along with out fears and our tears and our
shared feelings, must come a new sense of purpose," the
Massachusetts Democrat told a legislative conference
sponsored by the Communications Workers of America,
AFL-CIO.
Attorney General William French Smith, asked by
reporters Tuesday if the shooting was likely to change the
administration's opposition to handgun controls, replied,
"I doubt very much if it would. It wouldn't in my case."

6552193

ckley's Washington hotel room
after his arrest Monday. It
reportedly indicated he wanted to
impress her by killing the president Miss Foster said she didn't
want to establish any link between
the shooting and the film, "Taxi
Driver," in which she had a role as
a young prostitute. A portion of the
movie dealt with an attempted
political assassination.

SHARE THE COST
OF LIVING.

Public Trail Riding
English & Western
Lessons
Boarding
Hay Rides
Party Facilities

H

GIVE TO THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY.

ENDICOTT JOHNSON SHOES
WEICOMES YOU Back!
We're ready for Spring with some
Super Spring Sales!

Exit Cygnet Exit 171 From I-75 Drive West To
2nd Crossroad Turn South (Mitchell Ad)
Next Crossroad Is Freymon ftd
Turn East 0 Continue 200 Yds
14810 FREYMAN RD - CYGNET

$9.09 OFF

* BGSU classes available for credit and non-credit for*
fall, winter, spring snd summer quarters.

70% OFF

Body found not part of
child slayings in Atlanta

DiNqo
WESTERN booTS
ON ALL

SEIECTEC! WOMENS CJRESS

shoEs & cloqs

BETA

ATLANTA (AP) - The unidentified body of a young
black man was pulled from the muddy Chattahoochee
River early today, downstream from where Atlanta's
21st slain child was found Monday. But the latest case
was not considered part of the series of child slayings.
The case was not turned over to the special task force
investigating the child deaths because the body was that
of an adult, police spokeswomen Marion Lee said.
The body was not that of either of the two missing
children whose cases are being handled by the task force,
said Douglas County Sheriff Earl Lee. The victim probably weighted 150 to 175 pounds and probably was 20 to
25 years old, he said.

20% OFF SEIECTEC! STVIES of
AThlETiC SHOES
$7.09 OFF ON MENS spoRTy

is

endicott johnson
shoes
pssM

Saturday May 2
Union Oval

Informational
Meeting
Tonite

CASUAIS

HURRY! LiMiTcd TIME OFFER!

Beta Mania

RAFTING

8:00 pm Towne Room • Union
open to anyone interested in
rafting

Hinckley motive may be found in letters

masiei cnaige

127 S. Main Street, Bowling Green, Ohio

Do Your Part By
Supporting Our Advertisers

t%»es
V

B«„

1616

E. wooster
Stadium Plaza
GRAND OPENING!!!

Simple pleasures
Both Spring and Simple Pleasures have come to Bowling Green since you've been gone.
Come and enjoy both at 325 E. Wooster and register for a FREE live 4 ft. tall Philodendron
Selloum.' Free balloons, reasonable prices, and Simple Pleasures.

* Drawing to be held on April 17th.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
•nOtt^^-dime n'ght draft
^^~^
8-l2pm
^eS^Shomemade taco night
4-12 pm
^iiUf^^^quarter night
schnapps & draft
W

-

W*^
rCIOV

f r yOUr listenin

°
9
dancing pleasure

&

Super Sound System
Check out what's happening!
Visit Charlie's This Week
From 8-12 pm

• The BQ Nmi April 2, 1081

Zimbabwe man to face re-trial

Classifieds.
LOST 1 FOUND
Th* Brothers of Sigma Chi art
offering a reward of SJO.OO. for
Info leading to the recovery of a
new Senltare vacuum cleaner,
serial no. 440100 which was
removed from our house on
1 l/M/M. No gves will be asked &
all replies will be confidential.
Ph. 31! 2147 or 372 22*7 or write:
Sigma Chi. BGSU
Found 1
Laundry

earring
Describe

at
to

Fouls
claim.

352 l*M.
Lost Navy Pea Coat at Uptown
Sal March 14. You have mine & I
have yours. Sentimental value.
Please call me so we can
exchange. 3SJ-7W1.

SERVICES OFFERED
PICTURE FRAMES: Assembled
or unassembled, fine wood
finishes, from manufacturer at
savings,
samples
$2.50,
(refunded with first order),
prompt UPS service. Write: FAS
FRAMES, PO Box 2433, Toledo,
43*04.
Auto tune-up. 4 6 1 cyl. tlO. SI2.
SI4, labor only. Your parts or

mine. 352 5711.
Address a. stuff envelopes at
home Earnings unlimited. Offer,
sendSl.OO. Refundable, to: Triple
"S", 14243 Nil. Calon, Hesperia,
CA 92345

Alfred Negy, How could you? 17
That Is one strike for this
quarter.

Congratulation* to Mark. Kathy,
Jenny L Wayne on being elected
to Mlfca s. Mapca Offices.
Pugnut a. Fred (The Blue Room).

LISA'"
I'M
LOOKING
FORWARD TO A GREAT
SPRING QUARTER. GET
PSYCHED FOR SOME HAPPY
TIMESI BETSY.

NEXT TO NEW Spring Clothes.
Formals. Housewares. Open
Tues. 10 4. Frl. 1 7:30. St.
Aloyslus School. 2nd floor

Congratulations to Phil Koester
on your achievement in the
National Diving Competition In
Houston, Texas. Good Job-The
Brother of Beta Theta PI.

To the GREATEST big brother.
O.S. Congrats on your R.A. lob
tor next year. I know you'll do
fine, but Compton 3rd floor will
never be the same. Love ya. SIS.
P.S. Congrats to you too Brian! I

Welcome Back Brothers of
Kappa Sigma! Spring is n*r* &
the good times are near! So get
ready to celebrate with the girls
who think Kappa Sigma rates!
Love, The Stardusters.

Sub Me Quick Draft Happy
Hours: Sun. thru Wed. 510 pm.
Thurs.. Frl. & Sat. 51 pm. 2 for 1
by the glass or pitcher.

Hawk, Why were you so white?
it's lust the biggest award IFC
could win.

All The Lake Perch ou can eat
Friday night. Comer Kitchen
Congratulations to the Delta Tau
Delta Bowling Team tor winning
the all campus bowling title. You
Ouys are King Pins.

DEB UPOLE: Surprise! Hop*
your Birthday yesterday was as
great as your trip to Daytona!
Lisa.

PHI TAU PHI TAU PHI TAU
B BALL B BALL B BALL
THE MARATHON IS COMING
Basic Scuba classes now forming
at the Student Rec Center. Spring
Otr. Call 3722711 for more
information.

MIFCA
l
MAPCA
undergraduates & advisors. Is
this Ball start? I? You got me.
RUSH THETA CHI
Tonight 7:30
710 7th St.

Daddy Wayne. Daddy Dick.
Mother Diane. Mr. Prep. Poop
Head. BG Babe. Man Killer.
Paula Pltstop & the spineless
gumby. Thanks for the great
time In Kansas City. I'll never

I want to play Dungeons 1
Dragons. Am experienced. Call
Early abortion, tests for
pregnancy and VD. birth control.
Call Toledo Medical Services
14191 243 3179.
EXPERT TYPING
REASONABLE RATES
352 '305

352 0497. ask for Tom H.
Information session tor people
interested in becoming campus
tour guides. Second F loor McFall
Center Assembly Room. April 4,
10:00 am. 11:30 am. 1:00 pm, 2:30

forget It or you. Vampire.
Basic scuba classes now forming
at the Student Rec Center, Spring
Quarter. Call 372-2711 for more
Information.

P"-

PERSONALS
Basic scuba classes now forming
at the Student Rec Center, Spring
Quarter Call 372 2711 for more
info.
Stardusters: Are you ready to
party with the Kappa Sigma of
Tri C? Have a great road trip &
let the good times flow!

POETS: We are selecting work
for the 19«1 Anthology submit to:
Contemporary Poetry Press,
P.O. Box at, Lansing, NY. 14W2.

Houseboy needed for Spring
Quarter. Call 2 1109 Michelle

All the Lake Perch you can eat
Friday night. Corner Kitchen.

IFC would like to thank all of you
that helped with or supported The
Danny Green Fund Raising
Dinner. Thanks to you we raised
1500.00 for the Fund. Thanks
again

Congratulations to the Delt-Chl o
Co Ed waterpolo team for
winning the championship. We
really
are
a
winning
combination! The Pelts.

Ladies, we would like to welcome
you all back to BG. You're more
than welcome to stop by. We can
nave a few beers & a good time.
The Men of the Blue Room

Rush Delta Tau Delta
TONIGHT at 7:30.
All the Lake Perch you can eat
Friday night. Corner Kitchen.

Falcon House Anniversary Sales.
10% off all sweats; T shirt &
transfer $3.49; tl.OO off deck
shoes, running shoes. Drawings
a, free gilts! 140 E. Wooster.
WANTEO
I M. rmte. to subls. apt. start.
this qtr. S175 mo. Includ.
everything. Call 352 1*31. ask for
Mike or Mark.

F. rmte. needed Spr. Qtr. to Aug.
I. Own room. Ig. house near
campus. 3521533.
I F. needed to sublet Haven
House apt. for rest of sen. yr.
Close to campus, reasonable
rant. 352 lW.
M rmte.. Grad. preferred. Super
Apt. adj. campus. Spr. Qtr. S125
mo. & utll. 352-5711.

Female students to share apt.
Spring Quarter. Ph. 352-73*5.
1 F. rmte. Immed. S300 qtr. &
utll. Own room. 352-4174.
F. rmte. needed Immed! II10
Includ. utll. House close to
campus. Avail. Summer too.
352 1754.
F. Christian rmte. JI75 mo until
Sept. Move In Apr. $50.00 & ISO
deposit. 214 Napoleon Rd. «99.
354 10*7.
HELP WANTED
Camp Counselors needed for
Central
Ohio
Diabetes
Associations. 2 week summer
camp programs. Call Karen
Perlmutter at 414 4S4 7124 for
more Information.
Bass guitarist to complete a soft
rock trio. Must be able to sing.
Call John at 352 1475 or Ronda at
3/2 5591.
Accepting applications for pt.
time waiter or waitress. Must be
avail, during summer also.
Corner Kitchen. 113 5 Main.
Lab Technician needed. Prefer
photojournalism major, will
receive 417 or 461 internship
credit nrs. Apply BG News. 104
Univ. Hall.. See Dale.

SUMMER JOBS:
Our professional training
program as well as lucrative
commission opportunity offer
valuable high level experience as
well as high Income potential for
sales or marketing minded
students. Full time only, must
have car. some travel If desired
with expenses A PermaCraft
representative
will
b*
interviewing on campus April 8
at 10:00 am & 1:00 pm In the
Alumni Room of the Student
Union.
Address & Stuff envelopes at
home. Any age or location.
Earnings unlimited. See ad
under Services Offered. Triple
"S".

FOR SALE
Girard turntable. 2 Ig. siie
spkers. & 2 Datsun rimes.
3521315.
Handmade monkey sock dolls In
college colors or your favorite
colors. Bowling pin clown dolls.
Easter ducks, birds, rabbits a.
large rabbit center pieces with
nests, also heart shaped wedding
ring bearer pillows In white
satin. Call 4*»3472.
FOB RENT
I bdrm. apt. avail. ASAP until
Sept. II. Slav mo. & util. Call
352 I1X or 352111*.
Apt. to sublet. 110 4th St. Apt. 1.1
bdrm.. unfurn. Close to campus.
Call 352 4991.
4 bdrm. furn. nous*. 422 N.
Prospect. S450/9 mo.. S350/12 mo.
lease. 354-1279.
3 ig. bdrms. furn. apt., garage.
304 Conneaut. 1400/9 mo.. S325/12
mo. lease. 3541279.
Apt. for rent. 5 min. to campu.
S90 mo. Util Includ. Call Craig

352 2370.
Summer Rentals houses, apts. &
single rooms. Near campus.
Phone 152-73*5.
140'; Manville. 2 bdrm , Females
only, immed. possession. Near
University. Call John Newlove
Real Estate 352 4553
255 Crim St. 2 bdrm. apt. furn.
$270 mo Avail.9 I5»l. 1 2473341

by Craig Hyde
News staff reporter

Acting Municipal Court Judge Jerome
Hock declared a mistrial Tuesday for
Siyaniso Mukonoweshuro, a University
student claiming police abuse in connection with his arrest Jan. 23 on charges of
driving with an obstructed view and
resisting arrest.
The jury deliberated nearly two and a
half hours before returning a seven-toone deadlock in favor for conviction.
Warren Lotz, city prosecuter, said
Tuesday that Mukonoweshuro will be
tried again on the charge of resisting arrest. No re-trial date had been set, Lotz
said, adding the trial depends upon
availability of court time.
Hock ruled that Mukonoweshuro was
innocent of the charge of driving with an
obstructed view, a misdemeanor tried
without a jury.

*

**A T

{ 115 EAST COURT
J CALL 352-8707

«A Vs

FROM 7-9

"SHOW YOUR TAN-OFF'
PARTY AT...

Cimerman also said he was surprised
by the Juror's deadlocked decision,
which leaned toward a conviction. "I
was disappointed. I really expected it to
go the other way," he said.

by the Associated Press

With April Fool's Day comes the yearly warning: Beware of the twister.
It's no joke, though. April 1 was the
start of tornado season and Ohio occupies a prime spot along the path of the
ferocious destroyer.
Ohio lies on the eastern edge of what
meteorologists call "Tornado Alley," the
stretch across the continental plains and
Gulf Coast where conditions for forming
tornadoes are more favorable than in
any other area in the world. Last year,
the state ranked eighth in the number of
tornadoes in the nation.
For that reason, Gov. James Rhodes
has proclaimed April "Ohio Tornado
Safety Month." He hopes a beefed-up
public information campaign will prevent deaths.

"The number of tornadoes in Ohio last
year, 35, was second only to 1974, the
year of the Xenia disaster, when 43 tornadoes struck,'' Rhodes said " Yet no
Ohioans lost their lives to tornadoes last
years."
In the event of a tornado, the following
is advised:
• Stay away from windows and outside
walls and protect your head.
•Go to the middle of a house or in the
basement or get underneath something
sturdy.
•In large building, like schools, stay
away from auditoriums or gymnasiums
with wide, huge roofs that could easily
collapse.
•If in a mobile home or car, get out and
find shelter. Or lie flat in the nearest
ditch or ravine with your hands sheilding
your head.

ABORTION
TOLL FREE

GARBAGE

9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

W438|80J
one cause
that doesn't need
your contribution.

A civilian job with responsibility may take years
to obtain, even with a college degree. But if you
meet Navy standards, after four months of Officer
Candidate School (OCS), you can become a Navy
officer. And that means lots of responsibility, a
good salary and fringe benefits, including travel,
post-graduate educational opportunities, 30
days' paid vacation earned annually, plus more.
If you're getting your degree now, contact your
college Placement Office to find out when a Navy
Representative will be on compos. Send your
resume'or call:
Lt. J.B. Parretf
16101 Snow Rd. #3
Brookpark, Ohio 44142
(216) 522-4830 (collect)

>v>.

jr

At the time of his arrest,
Mukonoweshuro said that if the city proceeded with its charges, he would file a
complaint with the court alleging police
misconduct Adrian Cimerman, Mukonowehuro's attorney, said he did not
know yet whether or not a complaint
would be filed.

YOU CAN WAIT YEARS FOR
A JOB WITH RESPONSIBILITY,
OR YOU CAN GET
RESPONSIBILITY IN THE NAVY
NOW.

TONIGHT

^

City police officers denied
Mukonoweshuro's claims in court Tuesday.

April marks start of tornado season

>++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++
HAPPY HOURS
EVERY NIGHT

Mukonoweshuro, an international student from Zimbabwe, was stopped by city police while driving home from a
downtown bar. He claimed that after
refusing to accept a traffic violation, city
police physically abused him and
threatened to have him deported.

K

IUVY0maitSGnKS|H0||$|WUTYFAST.

ROUND TRIP "TICKETS TO TAMPA
(COURTESY AIR-FLORIDA AIRLINES )
TANICQUE MEMBERSHIPS
(COURTESY "TANICOUE "IN THE
WESTGATE MEADOWS)

top

Bicycle repair specialists
full line of bike accessories

PRESERVE YOUR TAN KITS
(COURTESY HAWAIIAN TROPICS)
PARTY FREE
WITH COLLEGE I.

OPENING

Grand Opening
Foot pumps 112 price

m:

95

9*5 NOW4

119 W. Merry St.

SPECIALS:
Spring bike
tune-up $15
152-6876

Tlw BQ Nawa April 2,1M1 9

BG track gains
six All-Americans
by Joey Maglll
N»wt staff reporter

The number of Bowling Green track All-Americans increased by six at the NCAA Indoor Track Championship
held in Detroit, March 13-14.
The Falcon two-mile relay finished in fifth place and
the distance medley relay placed sixth. The top six
finishers in all events were named All-Americans.
The six new Ail-Americans are Jeff Brown, John
Anich, Terry Reedus, Steve Housley, Dave Agosta and
Chuck Pullom.
BG coach Tom Wright was pleased with the performance of his runners, saying that they reached their preseason goal.
"I'M PLEASED for the guys that they won AilAmerican honors," he said. "It culminates a season of
hard work and effort"
Despite the honors given to the runners, there was still
some disappointment, according to Wright.
"We had the second best qualifying time in the twomile relay, and the third best in the distance medley, so
naturally we're a bit disappointed," he said. "We had
hoped to do better, but certain circumstances beyond our
control got in the way."
Wright said that one of those circumstances was that
John Anich was tripped during his leg of the distance
medley.
Anich said that the fall occurred with two laps to go in
his leg of the relay, when he was preparing to make a
move for the lead.
"I WAS JUST getting ready to go, and then I went
down," he said. "I remember hitting the track and
sliding and then looking up and seeing the other runners
way ahead of me."
Wright said that the fall seemed to be caused by a runner from Villanova. But because it happened so fast, it
was hard to tell.
The two-mile relay, Wright said, did better than the
distance medley, but still not as well as expected.
"I think that our two-mile relay result was probably an
outgrowth of what happened in the distance medley," he
said. "The guys were just devastated by that. Trie fact
that we doubled back two guys also caused problems."

Sports briefs.
Bowling Green diver Phil Koester, finished 29th out of
45 divers competing in the NCAA three-meter diving
championship last week in Austin, Texas.
Koester, Mid-American Conference champion in both
one-meter and three-meter diving, had qualified for the
nationals by placing in the top 15 at the Zone Diving
Championship, March 13-14 in East Lansing, Mich. He
did not qualify for the nationals in one-meter diving.
Four Bowling Green AIAW women swimmers did not
fare well at the AIAW National Championship in Columbia, S.C. March 18-21. BG's 400-yard freestyle relay team
of Cathy Bujorian, Donna Homberger, Terry Alexander
and Debbie Dourlain finished 34th out of 38 teams with a
time of 3:36.12, well off their original qualifying time of
3:33.03.

JEANS*

POOD SPECIALS!!
at
THE LONGBRANCH

lee

16

FR0M

WILD WESTERNER LEVIS FOR GALS

Friday 4-7 pm
Homemade Taco's by
Mexican Chef and your
Favorite Tequella drink -special prices - NO LIMIT
Saturday 3-7 pm Hot Dog
and Draft for Four Bits - NO LIMIT

MOVIN ON LEVIS FOR GUYS

III

BOOTS 6 HATS & BELTS

The Outpost
Western Store
181% South Main
Bowling Green. Ohio

LONGBRANCH
SALOON

r

$1C99

Lev is

354-1404

INTRODUCING

ALUMNI BOOK
SCHOLARSHIP

Restaurant
Excellence in Food, Drink and Service in a Relaxed, Spacious Atmoshpere

Alumni Book Scholarship applications are now
being accepted from students enrolled in the
College of Arts and Sciences. If you have earned
less than 138 hours of credit at the end of Winter
Quarter, 1981, you are eligible for this award.
The recipients will receive $150 which can be
used at the rate of $50 per quarter in the
University Book Store for the purchase of books.
The Alumni Book Scholarship is based on
financial need and your academic record.
Applications can be picked up in the College
of Arts and Sciences Office, Room 205
Administration Building. Completed applications
are due in the College Office by April 16, 1981.

featuring
Our Extraordinary Subs and
Grilled Sandwiches Served
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.

featuring
Gourmet Italian and American Cuisine
We bake our own delicfous breads, pies and pastries
= 107 STATE ST. 0 WOOSTER

353-6735^

COUPON GOOD FOR
$150 OFF THIS
$1.50 OFF ANY 16" PIZZA WITH

i

TWO OR MORE ITEMS
CUSTOMERS: Please excuse any inconvenience
created by the printing of the incorrect price ($6.25)
in Tuesday's Special Edition of The BG News

352-5166

j Coupon Expires
April 30
[FREE DELIVERY

ITISh KAPPA SIGMA
Thurs.,4/2

Casino Night
TONIGHT

Tues.,4/7

Sorority Night

Thurs.,4/9

Sophisticated Ladies of XQ

Tues.,4/14

Band Night -^'Chill Factor"

CONKLIN

<2

(

All Parties Start At 8 p.m.

NOW OPEN MONDAYS
Featuring Ladies Night

Levis Levis Levis Levis Levis Levis

All
Levis
for

8*7

Boot cut - Straight Leg & Flare We feature N.W. Ohio's Largest
Selection of Frye & Durango Boots
1011S. Main St.
Bowling Green 352-8453

Starting Next Monday April 6th,
we will be opening at 12 noon with
daily drink specials 6 days a week
(all starting at noon)
Also, our new gameroom, featuring shuffle board,
darts, & electronic games will be opening

Downtown is located underneath Uptown
(which is now open Monday's too)
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Sports.
Tracksters open season at the Kentucky Relays
ping stone for our goals outdoors. Koehler and Jeff Martin will be the
Primarily, our goal is to improve our leaders of the long-distance group.
performance in the Mid-American Both were all-MAC performers in the
The second season for the 1981 Bowl- Conference meet."
1980 cross country season, and both
ing Green men's track team begins
ran personal bests during the indoor
Wright
said
that
he
will
look
to
his
this weekend as the Falcons parseason.
co-captains, Jeff Brown and Terry
ticipate in the Kentucky Relays.
Reedus, to help lead the team to the
The sprint corps will be led by fourThe first season, or the indoor improved position that he is looking some of Dan Hays, Bruce Carr, Denseason, proved to be quite successful for in the MAC.
ton Tapp and Derrick Smith. The
for Coach Tom Wright's team. They
"We hope that Jeff will continue to sprinting crew will be thin but it could
set four school records, four progress and demonstrate the leader- provide valuable points throughout
fieldhouse records and three meet ship that he showed during the indoor the season, Wright said.
records. They placed seventh in the season," he said. "He'll undoubtedly
Central Collegiate Conference Meet be a key when the conference meet The field events are what Wright
and third in the Mid-American Con- rolls around."
said needs the most improvement. He
ference Invitational Meet.
"Terry is capable of being a MAC said that there are some fine inin the 400-meter in- dividuals in the field events, but there
The indoor season was capped off by champion
termediate hurdles. He has a wide are not enough.
the performances of six runners in the range of capabilities, but will be
'NCAA Indoor Meet. All six men were stressing mostly the 400, 800 and in"Bill Hampton in the javelin and
awarded All-American honors as termediates. He'll be a real force in Dan Safkow in the high jump will be
members of relay teams.
the forces in the field events," he said.
all of our relay teams, also."
"We don't have the depth that we'd
Wright said that the successful inACCORDING TO Wright, two like but we're working on that.
door season will help the team in its
outdoor performances.
sophomores, Dave Agosta and Chuck
Pullom, will help Brown and Reedus
"OUR POLE vaulting corps is
"THE SUCCESS of our team in- lead the middle distance areas. He untested. It's young and has to
doors should provide an impetus and said that both runners are maturing develop. We're depending on Dean
give the team confidence to perform and have excellent potential to be bet- Hall in the shot put and Keane
well," Wright said.'especially in com- ter than last year. He added that both O'Malley in the hammer to pull us
petitions such as Dogwood Relays and have already proven that they can through."
Drake Relays.
perform in the big meets.
Wright added that Kevin Siebert is a
"The indoor season was a good stepWright said he hopes that Chris good bet to place in the decathlon in
by Joey Maglll
News stall reporter

stall photo by Al Fuchs
Terry Reedus strides over a hurdle in practice, preparing for this
weekend's Kentucky Relays.

the conference, and that Hays should
help out in the long jump.
The Falcons will be hurt by the
losses of valuable performers. Oliver
Hairston and Pete Yaskowitz are both
academically ineligible, and Jeff McCormick has decided to pass track for
spring football practice.
Perhaps the deepest wounds were
those caused by graduation. John
Anich and Steve Housley both finished
their careers at BG during the indoor
season. Wright said that the loss of
Anich and Housley will be felt, but the
team will continue to do well.
"We're not going to have the depth
in the middle distances that we like to
enjoy," he said, "but we have enough
youth that we'll be able to maintain
our excellence in that area."
Wright said that this weekend's
meet is a good one, but because it is so
early, he is not really expecting any
outstanding performances.
"Traditionally the meet had been
top-notch, but then it stopped for
years. This is the first year that it's
started again," he said. "I am sure
the competition will be good. We'll run
mostly relays, and in that way, we'll
evaluate where we are."

Inexperienced golfers seen as unknown quantity
by Christopher Shark
News sports editor

It is easy to understand why Bowling Green golf coach
John Piper labels his 1981 Falcons as "one big question
mark."
When only three of his top six golfers return from last
year's fifth-place finisher in the Mid-American Conference Championship, talk of titles is kept to a
minimum.
Add to that the fact that the four teams which placed
ahead of the Falcons at the MAC a year ago all return at
least three, and in most cases four and five lettermen.
■ For Piper to be talking of directing his team to its
fourth MAC title in 12 years seems to be a bit far-fetched.
Right? Maybe not.
PIPER IS QUICK to point out that though his group
may not necessarily be considered a favorite to win the
MAC next month at Ball State, the potential is there to
play the role of a legitimate challenger.
Piper will see if some of that potential can be tapped
when he takes his second look of the spring at his golfers
in this weekend's 54-hole Marshall Invitational in Huntington, WV. BG will play 32 holes tomorrow and the final
18 on Saturday.
The Falcons' first outing of the season was a less-than-

spectacular effort at the last week's Gulf American Corporation Intercollegiate Tournament at Kissimmee, Fla.
BG finished 18th in the 23-team GAC field and fifth among
the six MAC teams competing.
"I felt that by shooting 300 (as a team) on the last round
we could have placed in the top half of the field," Piper
said.
BG's 317 team strokes on the final day not only dropped
the Falcons into the second half of the field with a 1238
total, but it also allowed MAC rivals Kent State (1231
strokes) and Western Michigan (1230) to join Eastern
Michigan (1199) and Ohio (1203) on top of BG.
"WE CAME really close to doing a top-10 finish job,"
Piper said. "It was a big disappointment letting Kent and
Western slip by us. We played as well as we have ever
played this early in the season for 12 or 13 holes (of the
final round)."
Piper said the mental and physical fatigue resulting
from being out on the course for five to six hours per
round caused BG's collapse.
"We were not mentally tough enough and not prepared
enough yet, and that's because we have not practiced
enough," he said.
Though Piper points to his players' mental lapses as
one of the culprits for the low finish, he said that the
team's mental outlook overall is much improved over
that of a year ago.

"I think this was the best spring trip for us, as far as our
morale is concerned, in recent years," he said. "Too bad
the damn scoreboard doesn't show that"
THIS IMPROVED attitude is due in part, Piper said,
because of the team concept stressed by captain John
Spengler.
Spengler, a senior who was an all-MAC golfer in 1980
and twice an all MAC placekicker in football for BG, brings to this spring's squad the experience and leaderhip
so vital to the Falcons' hopes for a title. He had round of
75-76-77-81 (309) in the GAC.
"John is an excellent leader and really is teamconscious," Piper said. "Coming out of football, he is
more team-oriented than the typical golfer. And I think
we are more team oriented that we have been at his point
in the season. There is a good team feeling."
Two other lettermen returning are junior Gary Battistoni and sophomore Brad Turner.
With one year to go, Battistoni already has played in
more college tournaments -17- than any other member
on the team. The East Aurora, N.Y. native struggled to a
313 in the GAC tourney; however, Piper said he needs
Battistoni to provide scoring leadership to be competitive.
Turner returns from a good freshman season in 1980,
climaxed by placing second on the team at the MAC
Championship.

"BRAD AND GARY are both fundamentally sound
players from tee to green," Piper said. "It's a matter of
sharpening up their short games when they miss the
green."
"To be competitive with all the experienced teams,
we've gotta have leadership. I expect Spengler and Battistoni to be our scoring leaders. We've gotta have good
scoring from at least two guys, as well as team depth."
The highlight of the Florida trip was the unexpected
play of freshman Jean LaRochelle. The Canadian carded
BG's best four-round total (304) and lowest 18-hole score
of 74. He also recorded a hole-in-one on the par three,
151-yard 13th hole during the final round.
"LaRochelle started the trip in the sixth position and
now he's number one," Piper said. "He played well all
tournament I consider him capable of playing in the top
four; I felt that when we recruited him."
Mark Nickerson, a senior who played prep golf with
Spengler at Ottawa Hills, will be the fifth and final
member making the trek to West Virginia today.
Those not making the trip include sophomores Mike
Dzienny and Charlie Stucklen, junior Alan Chippindale
and freshman Dan Connelly. Piper said he expects to see
these four players contending for the sixth spot on the
team.

Improved singles play key to BG netters turnaround
by Tracy Collins
News stall reporter

Bowling Green's men's tennis team
opens its spring season this weekend
in Cincinnati, where they will take on
Indiana State, tomorrow and Cincinnatti and Louisville, Saturday.
For the Falcons, 1981 will be a comeback season. After going 20-5 in 1979,
the team slipped to 10-15 last year. It
was Coach Bob Gill's first losing
season since 1974.
But Gill is optimistic that his current team has the talent to improve on
that record, and their 4-2 start is much
better than the team's 1-6 record at
this time last year.

"This is potentially one of the better
teams in the 13 years
I've been here."
"After a bad season, we look for turnarounds, (defeating a team that has
previously beaten you)," Gill said.
"So far, three of our four wins have
been turnarounds."
THOSE "turnarounds" came
against Eastern Kentucky on March
20, here, and against Jacksonville and
Central Florida during the team's trip
to Florida last week. BG also defeated
the Florida Institute of Technology,
while losing to Rollins College and
Flagler College on the trip.
The key to the team's improvement
was better singles play, Gill said. He
has alternated sophomore Barry ConIan v\d junior transfer Rick Bechte'
at fii.'t singles, followed by junior Bud
Vetter, seniors Dave Epstein and

Junior transfer Rick Bechtel demonstrates why be has emerged
tennis team. Bechtel also teams up with sophomore Barry Ionian in stall pholo by Al FUCIK
as a serious contender for the first singles position on this year's Falcon
BG's doubles lineup.
Mike Zekas, and freshman walk-on
"We work harder on doubles, and ter teams in the 13 years I've been
The season may also produce some Falcons play their first match outAlan Benson. Sophomore Eric we emphasize it a little more because here," he said. "So far we aren't get- fine individual achievements, he said. doors in Ohio.
Hoecker, freshmen Warren Kramer the MAC will be close, and doubles ting the respect we deserve. We can
"Cincinnati is similar to last year
be good, but I'm afraid we may
and Chris Rolph, and senior Chris will be the key," he said.
"Alan Benson has the potential to be (when the Falcons posted an 8-1 vicbecome
overconfident
too
easily."
Fuentes round out the team.
Miami has won the MAC title the
the best number six player in the tory), and Indiana State is also the
last seven years, but they will be
league," GUI said. "We have the same," Gill said. "We need a turThe doubles lineup has the teams of seriously challenged by Western
This team, he said, is also one of his talent-potential to have a couple of naround against Indiana State, and it
Conlan-Bechtel, Vetter-Benson and Michigan, followed closely by Ohio most unpredictable. The team tends conference champions."
should be one of the closest matches
Epstein-Zekas. Gill said the play of University, Ball State and BG, GUI to play at the opponent's level, so Gill
this year. A victory could give us the
the doubles has been another surpris- said.
is worried how the Falcons will play
The tone of the season may be set confidence we need for the rest of the
against
weaker
teams.
"THIS IS potentially one of the beting plus.
this weekend in Cincinnati when the season."

